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1. Introduction
One of the most significant challenges for those involved in any type of illicit trade is
managing the financial flows. In recent history, managing large-scale illicit financial flows
has been a costly, time-consuming, and laborious process that often involves creating
numerous false businesses and false accounts across a variety of international jurisdictions,
physical smuggling of distributed quanta of cash via “money mules,” and complex structuring
of transactions to avoid drawing attention to the illicit activities[1]. Management of financial
flows is also one of the riskiest parts of illicit trade, as illicit funds are frequent targets for both
internal diversion and external scrutiny. Illicit traders and law enforcement agencies alike
recognize that the process of moving illicit funds renders the mover vulnerable to detection.
Thus, the “money trail” remains a useful target for law enforcement agencies investigating
criminal activities, and “following the money” has been the modus operandi for many,
successful law enforcement operations. Illicit traders have recognized this for centuries, and,
as their tactics have improved, law enforcement has labored to keep pace.
A new tool for elicit traders emerged in 2008 with the initial description of blockchain
technology and its subsequent implementation as a distributed ledger system for virtual assets
(VAs)[2]. VAs promised a form of currency free of the involvement of centralized banks that
prioritized privacy, accessibility, and fungibility. As the technology became more mainstream,
illicit traders seized the opportunity to begin to transact their business in cyberspace via a
system where funds could be moved using virtual identities between multiple accounts in
numerous physical jurisdictions, without government oversight or the need for intermediaries,
and within seconds, for relatively little cost[3]. Law enforcement technologies and legislation
predictably lagged, and by the beginning of this decade VAs had become a significant
mechanism for financing illicit trade.
Ease of use, low cost, and widespread accessibility are necessary but not sufficient for an
asset to become useful for financing illicit trade. The lynchpin in the system is anonymity.
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Prior to the advent of VAs, no illicit transaction could be truly anonymous, and every
transaction created an opportunity for detection and definitive identification for a member of a
criminal network. The distinguishing feature of VAs that made them attractive to illicit actors
was the apparent ease with which they were able to obfuscate the history of transactions and
the identities of the transacting parties. However, as law enforcement tactics and technology
began to catch up and as legislation targeted at VAs began to surface, the perception of the
anonymity afforded by VAs began to wane. Private contractors for law enforcement surfaced
with technologies capable of definitive attribution of VA transactions, and high-profile arrests
were made[4]. Never fully deterred, both privacy advocates and illicit actors worked to
develop more advanced systems capable of providing true anonymity, and, as authorities react,
the long-enduring “cat-and-mouse” game continues.
The focus of this paper is anonymity in virtual assets. This subject is at the core of
understanding the present and future of illicit financial flows, and thus it is essential knowledge
for anyone studying or working to disrupt illicit trade. Specifically, this paper focuses on the
evolution of the technologies that allow VAs to become pseudonymous or anonymous, the
current limitations of these technologies, and the emerging trends that are moving the needle
towards truly anonymous VA transactions. The discussion will be in four parts. The first
section will present a brief background that includes definitions of relevant terminologies and
necessary fundamental technical information on the core technologies associated with VAs.
The second section will discuss the technical basis of limitations to anonymity associated with
today’s most popular and most prevalent VAs. The third section will illustrate strategies
currently employed by both privacy advocates and illicit actors to improve anonymity and to
thwart attempts at attribution of transactions with current VAs. The final section will focus on
the next generation of anonymity-enhanced VAs, describing the technical approaches through
which they attempt to address the inherent limitations of current VAs and the degree to which
these may still be susceptible to attribution.
This paper focuses specifically on the technologies that provide pseudonymity and
anonymity to the users of VAs. It is not intended as a comprehensive discussion of law
enforcement tactics against illicit trade using VAs, nor does it discuss the current or future
status of legislative efforts designed to regulate or constrain the scope of VA anonymity. Each
of these topics could merit a similarly-comprehensive discussion on its own, and so we have
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chosen to keep these outside the scope of this analysis. Ultimately, the goal of this discussion
is to give readers a fundamental understanding of the technological drivers of anonymity in
VAs and VA transactions, the limits and vulnerabilities of these technologies, and the strategies
that have emerged to mitigate these limitations.
2. Definitions and Background
2.1. Virtual Assets. A virtual asset (VA) is defined by the Financial Asset Task Force (FATF)
as, “any digital representation of value that can be digitally traded, transferred or used for
payment. It does not include the digital representation of fiat currencies.[5]” Virtual assets
include, but are not limited to, cryptocurrencies.
2.2. Virtual Asset Service Provider. FATF considers a virtual asset service provider (VASP)
to be any person or business who conducts any of the following activities:
a) exchange between virtual assets and fiat currencies
b) exchange between one or more forms of virtual assets
c) transfer of virtual assets
d) safekeeping and/or administration of virtual assets or instruments
enabling control over virtual assets
e) participation in and provision of financial services related to an issuer’s
offer and/or sale of a virtual asset[5]
2.3. Distributed Ledgers. A ledger is a database of financial transactions. There is only one
copy of a traditional ledger (as in a personal bank account), while there are multiple copies
of a distributed ledger. A distributed ledger accessible only to its owners is said to be
private, whereas a ledger that can be accessed by anyone is public. In practice, most
distributed ledgers are public. All copies of a distributed ledger are maintained in an
identical state through a process of consensus. If participation in this process is limited to
a selected number of trusted agents, then the distributed ledger is considered to be
permissioned. Conversely, the consensus process for an unpermissioned ledger is open to
everyone, and therefore it has no single owner[6]. Most current virtual assets use some
type of public, unpermissioned, distributed ledger.
2.4. Blockchain. In a continuous ledger, transaction entries are added sequentially as they
occur. In a blockchain ledger, a group of entries are simultaneously added as a “block.”
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Block addition occurs periodically, with each new block “chained” to the one before. This
is the most basic definition of “blockchain” – a decentralized ledger of transactions where
transaction data is periodically added in blocks.
In order for a block to be added to the ledger and for all copies of the distributed
ledger to update in an unpermissioned, distributed ledger system, consensus must be
achieved regarding which block to add next. One example of how this process works in
a digital blockchain is the “proof-of-work” method, which is used by many current virtual
assets.

The process begins when users of the ledger broadcast transactions to the

distributed (peer-to-peer) network that is maintaining the ledger. First, public-key /
private-key security is used by recipients of the broadcast to verify the validity of the
transaction. Anyone on the network can receive these transactions and compile them into
a block to be added next to the chain. This process is called “mining.” In order to decide
which miner’s block is added next, the miner must perform computational work.
Whichever is associated with the most computational work is accepted by consensus and
is added to the chain. The “work” involves finding a number sequence (the “nonce”) such
that, when it is appended to the list of transactions and when this data is supplied as input

Figure 1: Blockchain Proof of Work Mining. From Centieiro [7]
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to a cryptographic algorithm, a “hash” (a binary string of a set length) that begins with a
specific number of zeroes is generated. Because the cryptographic function cannot be
reverse-engineered, the only way to determine the correct nonce is trial and error. On
average, it currently takes 8.4x1016 hashes to mine one block, and thus considerable
computational “work” is done.

The first miner (or pool of miners) to solve this

computational problem “wins” and has their block added to the chain. Miners are
incentivized to participate by receiving a reward when their block is chosen to be added.
Forking in the blockchain is prevented by requiring that the hash from the previous block
be included in the input to the cryptographic function[2, 7, 8].
2.5. Cryptocurrency. Cryptocurrency is a collection of binary data designed to function as a
medium for exchange of value. It is “fiat” in the sense that it is not backed by any physical
commodity, but it is not government issued like traditional fiat currencies. Whereas
government fiat currencies derive their value from society’s trust that is placed in the
government, cryptocurrencies’ values are based on trust in the security of their distributed
ledgers.

Almost all cryptocurrencies are based on blockchain distributed ledger

technology, and approximately 90% of the total market capitalization of cryptocurrencies
use proof-of-work consensus. The “crypto-” prefix refers to the fact that the currency’s
blockchain is secured via cryptographic algorithms, as described in §2.1.4.
Cryptocurrencies are one type of virtual asset, but the two terms are not synonymous.
Bitcoin was the first cryptocurrency and remains the best-known and the reference
standard. However, as of November 2021 there were 7,557 different cryptocurrencies in
existence worldwide[8, 9].

3. Limitations of the Anonymity of current Virtual Assets
3.1. Overview. There is a common misconception that any virtual asset built on blockchain
technology is anonymous[10]. With the exception of some newer, anonymity-enhanced
assets (see §5), this is almost universally untrue but the assumption stems from several
features of blockchain-based VAs and their transactions[11]. First, there are mechanisms
by which users can acquire these assets without presenting personally-identifiable
information. An example is cryptocurrency mining, which generates cryptocurrency
without the need for real-world identification. Many users believe that anonymous
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acquisition of VAs prevents these instruments can be tied to them specifically[10].
Second, transactions for most VAs work mechanistically by completely consuming the
source instrument and re-issuing two or more outputs, one to the sender and one (or more)
to the recipient. This process is associated with a change in the identification number of
the instrument[2, 12]. As a simplified example, if a holder of 10 bitcoin (BTC) makes a
purchase for 1 BTC on a marketplace, the entire 10 BTC is consumed, the recipient gets a
new instrument with a value of 1 BTC, and the sender receives “change” in the form of
another new instrument with a value of 9 BTC. Many users assume that this means that
the original asset[13] is now completely untraceable. Third, Darknet markets and services
accessed via the TOR network are often used for illicit transactions, and many users
believe that TOR makes these activities untraceable[14].
All of the aforementioned beliefs are actually misconceptions. The following
sections will address each of these erroneous beliefs and illustrate how anonymity and
freedom from legal consequence is not actually a feature of most, current VAs.
3.2. Attribution Strategies. Attribution refers to the ability to determine the true identity of
the holder of a VA based on its transaction history. A truly anonymous VA would have
no ability to be attributed; however, the pseudonymous nature of most VAs makes
definitive attribution of VAs possible through both direct and indirect mechanisms. Direct
attribution occurs when security failures on the part of the asset holder lead to an
inadvertent connection between their true identity and the VA’s pseudonym[13]. The
most common source of this failure in operational security by a user occurs when they
provide personal information to a cryptocurrency marketplace. Most mainstream crypto
marketplaces now require users to verify their identity when creating accounts, and
payments that can be traced to these accounts can therefore provide a link back to the true
identity of the purchaser[15].
However, even users who take effective steps to protect true anonymity during VA
acquisition can still be subject to attribution by indirect strategies. These approaches are
largely based upon probabilistic analyses and pattern recognition, often involving purposebuilt AI systems. The precise details of many of these methods remain trade secrets,
developed and used by contractors for law enforcement and financial institutions (e.g.,
CipherTrace, Elliptic, Chainalysis)[8, 16]. Notwithstanding, academic literature provides
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some insight into the basic operational methods of such technologies[8, 17, 18]. Pattern
recognition and network analysis approaches often begin by specific public keys associated
with suspicious transactions. From here, behavioral patterns can be inferred for these users,
network connectivity can be determined, and open-source intelligence can also be
integrated. This, in turn, may lead to identifying other transactions by the suspicious users.
This information is often supplied by contractors to their law enforcement partners, who
use subpoena power to deanonymize key aspects of the related transactions. This strategy
was used by Chainalysis working in conjunction with law enforcement to identify the
operator of the infamous “Welcome 2 video” child pornography hosting site as 23-yearold South Korean citizen Son Jung-woo. The investigation led to 337 arrests and disruption
of a site that hosted in excess of 220,000 downloads of illegal videos[8, 19].
Methods for attribution are constantly evolving, and a complete discussion of every
available technology is beyond the scope of this paper. More direct methods, including
inserting

micro-transactions

to

improve

traceability[8],

using

software-defined

networks[20], and manipulating data contained within blockchain-associated scripts[17]
are all examples of novel approaches, and additional technologies are being developed
aggressively by government and the private sector. The ultimate message is that the
pseudonymity of many blockchain-based VAs opens the door to a variety of computational
strategies for attribution, and more are on the horizon.
3.3. Blockchain traceability. Illicit users of VAs sometimes believe that the mechanics of
the associated digital transactions render the providence of a given asset untraceable.
However, because the blockchain stores data regarding all prior transactions, this belief is
inaccurate. In fact, because VAs use public ledger systems, the complete transaction
history is publicly available and can be explored by anyone. This, in turn, allows the data
to be utilized by a growing variety of public or commercial transaction analysis tools that
use pattern detection algorithms and artificial intelligence to track illicit transactions. This
actually makes these instruments more traceable than many traditional financial
instruments, where ledgers are often private and inaccessible even to law enforcement.
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An example of this type of
analysis can be generated using
the publicly-available blockchain
browser hosted at www.oxt.me.
This software creates graphs of
inflows and outflows of BTC
based on a seed BTC transaction
number.

Supplying

the

identification

number

an

of

unusually-large transaction from
7 May 2019 (7074.18 BTC,
$43,066,900 USD) produces the
graph in Figure 2 after just a few

Figure 2: Binance Hack Transactions
(generated using www.oxt.me)

clicks. This graph shows numerous inputs combining to form the initial transaction,
followed by a complex web of outgoing BTC flows wherein multiple transactions, various
combination and splitting steps, and ultimately dissemination into a large number of
smaller outflows was used in an attempt to obfuscate both the origin and the destination
of the funds. Moreover, a blockchain explorer can be used to show that the originating
account had a history of over 7 million bitcoin transactions, which is clearly uncommon.
This transaction is now known to be associated with the hack of the primary wallet for the
cryptocurrency marketplace (VASP) , Binance[21].
In addition to being used by law enforcement in conjunction with specific criminal
investigations, VA transaction tracing software is now routinely employed by many
cryptocurrency marketplaces and VASPs to analyze the providence of virtual currencies
attempting to be traded on their platforms.

This allows them to reject individual

transactions whose instruments have a high probability of being associated with prior, illicit
activity. This, in turn, has led to differential valuation of “clean” versus “dirty” VAs.
Holders of specific pieces of cryptocurrency that may have previously been part of an illicit
transaction can have their ability to utilize the asset compromised, leading to differential
valuation of individual VAs[22, 23]. This is akin to a store being able to reject a specific
dollar bill because of evidence that it may have been used in prior criminal activity.
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Moreover, it may cast the holder in a suspicious light. This capability fundamentally
restricts the fungibility of the VA[24], which threatens the perceived value held in the entire
ecosystem. This is one major reason for the emergence of technologies designed to “clean”
these dirty assets and also new, anonymity-enhanced VAs that are not susceptible to the
same traceability.
3.4. TOR anonymity compromise. The TOR network refers to a network of connected nodes
used to route internet traffic in an anonymous fashion. The system was originally
developed by the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory in the 1990s as a method for anonymous
communications, but it has since been taken over and open-sourced by the TOR
project[25, 26]. The TOR network is accessed via a software application called “The
Onion Router,” which directs internet traffic from a computer to a “guard node” (entry
node). From here, traffic is routed at random across a series of relays (“middle nodes”),
each of which is capable of reading only the information on the next routing but not the
encrypted information being passed. Traffic may end internally on the TOR network at a
“TOR hidden service” (which has no connection to the standard internet, or “Clearnet”),
or it may leave the TOR network via an “exit node” to reach a Clearnet destination[27].
This architecture, as well as the privacy reputation of the TOR project, lead many users to
believe that using TOR provides anonymous access to both the Darknet and the Clearnet.
It has been repeatedly demonstrated that the anonymity of TOR users can be
compromised. These compromises generally fall into one of three categories. The first
category includes user errors or technical deficiencies in browsers or operating systems
that lead to “data leaks” that allow users to be identified. Operational examples include
users voluntarily providing potentially-identifying information to websites when using
TOR (account information, passwords, identifiable transactions), creating credentials that
are similar to identifiable counterparts on the Clearnet, simultaneously using online
services not being routed through TOR, or accessing TOR from identifiable locations to
which the user can be traced[26]. Technical issues often derive from vulnerabilities in
browsers or the use of various browser plugins (Captcha, PDFs, Java, cookies, or FLASH)
that share data outside of the TOR network[8]. While good operational security can
prevent most of these issues, this category remains the largest contributor to
deanonymization of TOR users.
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The second category of TOR anonymity compromise methods is compromised
TOR relays. Users who seek to hijack the personal information of TOR users can create
guard, relay, or exit nodes that allow them to create man-in-the-middle (MIM) attacks.
This is a form of eavesdropping where the user managing the relay can view all
unencrypted traffic passing over the relay. This allows private or identifiable information
(account credentials, private cryptographic keys, etc.) to be intercepted and then exploited
by the attacker. TOR contributor nusenu has studied this extensively[28, 29], and, as
recently as 2019, found that up to 23% of TOR exit nodes were controlled by a single,
malicious attacker conducting MIM attacks[28].
The third category is overt hacking of the TOR network. Much of this work has
been done by US government and law enforcement agencies, and many of the details
regarding the exact vulnerabilities exploited in these hacks remain classified. They are,
nonetheless, well documented. In 2013 the Washington Post reported on US Government
hacking of TOR that had been occurring since at least 2006[25, 30]. In 2014 the US
Department of Defense collaborated with researchers at Carnegie Mellon University used
a zero-day vulnerability to insert relays that modified TOR protocol headers[31] in such a
way that they could simultaneously conduct both a “traffic confirmation attack” and a
“Sybil attack.” (complete technical details are available through TOR[32]). It is believed
that this is the technology that supported the FBI/Europol Operation Onymous[33]
(including the takedown of the Silk Road 2.0 Darknet market[34]) and Operation Shrouded
Horizon[35]. In 2017 the FBI chose to dismiss charges against Jay Michaud, who was
accused of accessing the Darknet child pornography site “Playpen,” rather than to disclose
the technical details of the methods that they used to compromise TOR[36]. Given all of
these instances, it is believed that the U.S. government at least had (and may still have) the
technical capabilities to deanonymize TOR users.

4. Mitigation Strategies
4.1. Obtaining VAs Anonymously. Most large, centralized VA exchanges require proof of
identification to purchase assets, and this creates an automatic link between an individual
and a specific VA. Avoiding creating this link is a critical piece of operational security
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for those intending to use VAs illicitly, and so, while these are the primary means that licit
users acquire VAs, they are not an option for those intent on illicit use.
There are two major scenarios for obtaining VAs anonymously in conjunction with
illicit activities. Scenario 1 involves converting cash into VAs in order to either launder
the proceeds of previous illicit activity or to use the VAs to fund downstream illicit
activities. Currently there are four strategies available, each with its own pros and
cons[37]:
1. Mining VAs. This creates new VAs out of “thin air” in an anonymous fashion. This
is likely the most secure method, but it takes considerable time, computational
resources, and technical knowledge. For example, one of the largest and most efficient
BTC mining operations in the world (Moscow, Russia) mines 600 BTC monthly
(~$36M USD) with an energy cost of $120,000 per month and a large fixed hardware
overhead[38]. The massive fixed energy overhead and the physical space required
makes this type of operation very conspicuous, and therefore VA mining at the scale
required for significant ML activities is impractical.
2. Crypto ATMs or Kiosks. These devices function like traditional ATMs, and deposits
of cash can be made and then funds can be transferred to an anonymous VA account.
Their downsides include very high transaction fees (up to 27%)[39], use of cameras
by the ATMs and on-premises security, general risks of personal public exposure, and
transaction limits.
3. Local VA exchanges. Websites, such as localbitcoins.com[40], facilitate online or
in-person meetings between interested buyers and sellers of VAs. In theory this can
be made anonymous by avoiding personal disclosures and maintaining anonymity
through good operational security for in-person transactions. The advantage is that
there is no theoretical limit to the transaction size. The downsides are the safety risks
associated with illegal, in-person transactions of large sums of money.
4. Conversion to an intermediary. Someone holding physical cash can convert it
anonymously to an intermediary instrument by using the cash to purchase prepaid
credit cards, money orders, or other, similar instruments that do not require
identification to purchase. These can then be used to fund online transactions through
local or anonymous exchanges (as described below for scenario 2). Downsides here
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include limits to the number of prepaid cards or money orders that one can purchase
without raising suspicion and also the physical security (cameras, etc.) located at the
point of sale.
Scenario 2 involves using an existing digital asset to purchase VAs anonymously.
These types of transactions are used, for instance, when the user has already obtained a
large amount of a VA (e.g., BTC paid as a ransom for a malware attack) and wishes to
use it to convert it to a different VA anonymously. Here there are three options:
1. Local VA exchanges.

These are described above and can be used for online

transactions between individuals as well. The lack of most security guarantees here is
a downside.
2. Anonymous online VA brokers. These VASPs accept digital assets (VA or other
types) as payment and use this to purchase VAs anonymously, for a fee. They do not
require personal identification for transactions[41]. However, conversions between
certain types of VAs may still be traceable through the blockchain.
3. Unregistered Peer-to-peer (P2P) exchangers. These are a form of unregulated
VASP and are discussed in detail in the next section.
4.2. Unregistered and Foreign Peer-to-peer (P2P) Exchangers.

P2P exchangers are

individuals or entities (VASPs) offering to exchange fiat currencies for VA or one VA for
another.

Whereas VA exchanges only facilitate meetings between individuals for

subsequent person-to-person transactions, P2P exchangers actually transact the currency
exchange FinCEN noted in 2019 that, “in undertaking these activities, P2P exchangers
function as [Money Service Businesses] MSBs and, therefore, must comply with all
requirements for MSBs under the Bank Secrecy Act.[42]” Many unregistered P2P
exchanges exist on both the Clearnet and Darknet, and they do not comply with current
MSB regulations in the US. More exist outside of US jurisdiction in countries with weak
anti-money laundering (AML) practices, although they are technically covered under US
AML laws if they transact business, “wholly or substantial part within the United
States.[43]” These entities do not typically comply with KYC practices and frequently
serve as intermediaries in VA laundering activities. Additionally, some employ mixing
and tumbling services (described below), and others have been found to use currency
mules to further obfuscate trading activities[42].
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4.3. Currency Mixers and Tumblers.

Mixing or Tumbling services (the terms are

synonymous) are designed enhance anonymity in VA transactions by using asset mixing
to breaking the connection between senders and receivers of VAs[44]. FATF defines a
tumbler as, “a type of anonymizer that obscures the chain of transactions on the blockchain
by linking all the transactions in the same … address and sending them together in a way
that makes them look as if they were sent from another address.[45]”
In practice, this works by combining the VAs from multiple users into a single
location, usually via multiple, small transactions. Once all of the currencies are mixed,
this process is repeated (“tumbled”) multiple times in a random fashion. Ultimately the
same amount of the initial VA submitted for tumbling by the user (less a fee) is sent back
to the user vial multiple transactions of random sizes at random time intervals. Because
new identification numbers are created with each transaction (see §3.1), this random and
iterative process makes it difficult to trace the origin of a specific VA once tumbling has
occurred[44].
Most tumblers are centralized, meaning that a private entity (a VASP) collects the
VAs of multiple users, conducts the tumbling, and returns the VAs back to the users. An
alternate version is a decentralized tumbler, which is available specifically on blockchain
platforms that support smart contracts[46]. These services function in the same fashion
but without a centralized authority, requiring the users to process the tumbling themselves.
The process is highly technical and is only suitable for advanced users, but it has the
advantage of removing a central authority where logs may be kept[44]. CoinJoin[47] is
an example of this approach, and the technology is built into advanced VA wallets, such
as Samourai Wallet[48].
4.4. Avoiding Red Flags and Patterns. Traditional forensic accounting and AML work relies
heavily on recognition of suspicious patterns of behavior in trades and transactions, and
detecting illicit activity using VAs is fundamentally similar. Because much of the pattern
recognition logic associated with commercial AML software for VA markets remains
proprietary, it is impossible for illicit actors to know every possible potential indicator that
may draw attention to their activities, nor is it possible to know the combinations of
activities that are likely to elicit the strongest signals. Notwithstanding, FATF has
published and made publicly available a list of red flags and patterns that are often
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associated with illicit VA transactions based on 100 previous case studies[4], and it is safe
to assume that modern AML strategies in this space detect at least these indicators. This
publication, therefore, also provides a convenient reference for illicit actors regarding
what practices to avoid or to attempt to obfuscate in the interest of evading detection.
The complete list of 58 indicators is not reproduced here for the sake of brevity, but
it is readily available online[4]. In summary, the indicators involve one or more of several
practices. The first category is traditional AML indicators, including multiple, frequent
transactions just below reporting thresholds (“smurfing”), complex networks of
transactions designed to obfuscate the flow of funds, heavy use of new accounts with large
initial deposits, unclear sources of wealth, transactions that completely drain associated
accounts, and transactions in geographies known to be associated with lax regulations or
policing capabilities.

The second category includes conspicuous use of strategies

designed to enhance anonymity associated with VA transactions, including conversion of
VAs with public ledgers to anonymity-enhanced VAs (see §5.1), frequent conversions
between multiple different types of VAs, and transactions that occur using DNS proxies,
the TOR network, and unregistered or unlicensed VASPs. The third category involves
heavy or frequent use of obfuscation technologies specific to VAs, including P2P
exchanges, mixing and tumbling services, and crypto-ATMs or kiosks[4].
When red flags appear, and particularly when they occur in patterns that have been
learned by AI networks or previously observed in VA ML cases, they place the user at
risk of detection. Knowing this, VA launderers can adopt one or both of two, general
strategies. The first is pattern avoidance – minimizing the use of red flag practices or
attempting to structure them in a way that will not be readily recognized by law
enforcement or AI. This is a constant cat-and-mouse game between criminals and
enforcement agencies.

The second is to build better technologies for enhancing

anonymity such that, even when patterns are detected, authorities are physically unable to
extract any identifying information about the participants through hacks or exploits[49].
Once again this is a give-and-take game.

Together these practices comprise the

operational security of the illicit VA user.
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5. Anonymity-Enhanced Cryptocurrencies
5.1. Overview. The limitations in anonymity and traceability inherent in early-generation VAs
(see §3) can be mitigated (see §4) but not eliminated. The ongoing demand for VAs
associated with better anonymity strategies from both licit and illicit customers has given
rise to a new generation of VAs that seek to allow truly anonymous usage. These
instruments have been called “anonymity-enhanced cryptocurrencies (AECs),” “privacy
coins,” “private coins,” or “anonymous coins.” Currently these VAs are limited to the
cryptocurrency space and comprise products including Monero, Zcash, Verge, Beam,
Grin, Dash (originally called Xcoin, then Darkcoin, then rebranded as Dash), and Pirate
Chain[50]. While privacy advocates tout the benefits of a non-bank-controlled currency
system that offers comprehensive privacy features, law enforcement and regulatory
agencies note the increased difficulty in conducting AML and other criminal
investigations when these instruments are employed. Indeed, AECs are among the fastest
growing VAs traded on illicit Darknet markets[3, 51], and concerns regarding illicit use
has led to the delisting of these instruments from several, large, commercial VA
exchanges[52].

FinCEN summarizes the potential risks of illicit AEC use, stating,

“several types of AEC are increasing in popularity and employ various technologies that
inhibit investigators’ ability both to identify transaction activity using blockchain data and
to attribute this activity to illicit activity conducted by natural persons.[53]” This section
will examine the technology that drives AECs as well as assess their claims of anonymity.
5.2. AEC Technology.

AECs leverage additional cryptographic and computational

technology to obfuscate transactions in order to achieve anonymity and preserve
fungibility. While each AEC takes a different approach to this process, the most popular
AEC, Monero, serves as a prototypic example of the category and will be discussed in
detail here for illustrative purposes.
Many of the aforementioned limitations of VAs (§3) were recognized, at least in
theory, within a few years of the original blockchain paper[2]. In 2013, Nicholas van
Saberhagen released a whitepaper describing CryptoNote 2.0, an application-layer
protocol designed to be used with cryptocurrencies in order to address the limitations[54].
The cryptography community adopted the work described by van Saberhagen into the
design of a new, decentralized and open-source VA, Monero, which was deployed in
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2014[55]. Monero deploys additional cryptography in three steps designed to ensure the
anonymity of the sender, the recipient, and the transaction. These three domains will be
discussed below. Additionally, Monero also employs additional security measures,
including incorporating the Dandelion++ security protocol[56] and compatibility with
TOR and I2P anonymous networks[55].
Sender privacy: Ring Signatures. A ring signature is a private key-based, digital
cryptographic authentication that can be used by any member of a group to authorize a
transaction (much like a joint bank account), but it is computationally infeasible to
determine which of the group members’ keys was used to produce the signature. When a
holder of Monero digitally signs a “send” transaction, the signatures of a number of
additional non-signers are also added to the group as decoys (called “mixins”). These
decoys are real Monero users who previously made transactions on the system. The digital
signatures of the transactor and the mixins are combined cryptographically into a unique,
one-time use signature for the group as a whole, and this signature is capable of
authorizing the transaction on the blockchain network. In this way, even the miners cannot
determine who the true initiator of the transaction is, but they can see that the transaction
is valid based on the valid group “ring” signature. This creates a form of plausible
deniability for the true sender, as they are just as likely to have been pulled into the ring
as a mixin as they are to have been the true initiator of the transaction. This is also why,
to an outside observer, all Monero users appear to be engaging in frequent transactions,
even though most of them are mixins and thus are not real. The problem of preventing
double-spending is solved using a cryptographically-generated “key image” that is unique
for every transaction yet not associated with the sender[55, 57, 58].
Recipient privacy: Stealth Addresses. A stealth address is a randomly-generated,
one-time address that is created by the sender on behalf of the recipient when the
transaction is initiated. To accomplish this cryptographically, Monero users actually have
four cryptographic keys rather than two: a public spend key, a public view key, a private
spend key, and a private view key. When a sender initiates a transaction, they use the
recipient’s public view and spend keys to generate the stealth address. Only the recipient
can recognize the transaction as being destined for them by using their private view key
to decrypt the one-time address. Additionally, only the recipient can, in turn, spend that
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currency by using their private spend key to authorize a transfer. In this way, the
transactions on the Monero blockchain all have a unique identification, but this is actually
an encrypted address that can only be recognized (and later spent) via decryption by the
recipient[55, 57, 58].
Transaction privacy: RingCT. RingCT is a technology implemented by Monero
in 2017 that allows the actual transaction amounts to be encrypted, and thus visible to the
sender and the recipient, but invisible to outside observers of the blockchain. However,
miners must be able to verify that the transaction is valid by verifying that [(input) =
(amount to recipient) + (change to sender) + (transaction fee)]. In order to allow the
validity of this condition to be verified without knowing the actual amounts, a
cryptographic function called a Pedersen commitment is used. However, it is impossible
to work backwards from the output of the Pedersen commitment algorithm to the original
amounts. Moreover, because of the topology of the ring signature system of sending, the
miner can only (and need only) verify that some combination of the Pedersen commitment
values in the ring produce a balanced equation[55, 57, 58]. The mathematical details of
this are beyond the scope of this discussion, but are described elsewhere[59].
5.3. Cracking AECs.

Monero claims that the combination of cryptographic methods

described above make senders and recipients truly anonymous. This obviously presents a
challenge to authorities, vendors, and hackers, and putative results by each of these groups
have recently been reported.

In August 2020, the commercial vendor, CipherTrace,

announced proprietary technology capable of tracing Monero transactions[60, 61]. Weeks
later, in September 2020, the IRS issued a request for proposals to break Monero’s privacy,
stating, “the IRS-CI is seeking a solution with one or more contractors to provide
innovative solutions for tracing and attribution of privacy coins, such as expert tools, data,
source code, algorithms, and software development services.[62]” Shortly thereafter the
IRS awarded contracts to Chainalysis and Integra FEC[63], presumably based at least on
proof-of-concept work that illustrates their ability to compromise Monero. Additionally,
allegedly-verified internet leaks of internal Chainalysis slides show the company stating
that, “of the cases that Chainalysis worked on in collaboration with law enforcement, we
were able to provide usable leads in approximately 65% of cases involving Monero.[64]”
Finally, on 5 November 2021 a Twitter user claimed to have “broken” the privacy of
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Monero and released transaction IDs associated with unique IP addresses and geographic
locations[65].
Law enforcement and critics of AECs take these various developments as signs that
even AECs are not truly anonymous, and this seems to bode well for AML and other
investigative efforts. However, all of the aforementioned announcements have been
criticized by Monero supporters. First, they note that CipherTrace made bold claims, but
presented no evidence[60], and they point to the fact that the IRS did not select
CipherTrace as a winner of its request for proposals[66] as evidence that the CipherTrace
product is ineffective. They also criticize the Chainalysis claims, noting that there is a
significant difference between, “usable leads,” and definitive de-anonymization[64].
Finally, the lead developer of Monero has criticized the results of the alleged Twitter
hacker, claiming that their efforts were little more than a cyberattack that was too small
to compromise the Monero system and was not capable of producing reliable
deanonymization against anyone using standard privacy practices (TOR, VPN, etc.)[65].
In summary, the efficacy of these early attempts to compromise the most popular
AEC remains unknown. Many agree that true de-anonymization of Monero will be
difficult and that the most likely results will be “educated guesses” based on probability
heuristics rather than a definitive breach of anonymity.

From a law enforcement

perspective, however, such results may prove sufficient as part of a larger and more
traditional investigation targeting users attempting to employ AECs for illicit purposes.
All of these caveats notwithstanding, the case of emerging AEC use shows how privacy,
anonymity, illicit trade, and enforcement are currently engaged in a cyclical pursuit of the
next, more advanced, and more anonymous VA.

6. Conclusions
Virtual assets have become popular financial instruments for transacting illicit trade, and
the perception of anonymity associated with VAs is a major factor contributing to this
popularity. This discussion illustrates that first-generation VAs (including cryptocurrencies,
such as Bitcoin) are based on technology that affords pseudonymity, but not true anonymity.
Law enforcement agencies have leveraged this limitation, using a combination of novel digital
tools and traditional criminal investigation strategies to develop strategies for successful
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attribution of VA transactions in many circumstances. Privacy advocates and illicit actors have
studied these techniques and have responded with novel operational security practices (e.g.,
“red flag” pattern avoidance) and novel technologies (VA mixing services, unregulated P2P
exchanges, etc.) that confound but do not eliminate the possibility of attribution. Recently, a
second generation of VAs focused on privacy and anonymity have surfaced (AECs), and they
continue to evolve towards a goal of providing truly anonymous transactions. There is some
suggestion that even these AECs may be vulnerable to attribution attempts, although for now
it is more likely that these tools use probability heuristics to suggest attribution rather than
provide definitive identification. Regardless of the extent of vulnerability of current AECs,
the quest for improved anonymity in VA transactions is likely to continue, and law
enforcement agencies are now acutely aware of the challenge and are working with private
partners to keep pace. As has been the rule since antiquity, the back-and-forth will likely
continue as illicit trade moves onward in the 21st century.
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